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[The following are from bounty-land records in the Library of Virginia.]

I do certifie that William Cornelious S’r[?] served three years in the navy of this state as able seaman and
was discharged the last of December 1779. Given under my hand this 10 May 1786
Wm Sanders Capt [sic: William Saunders R89]

Entitled to depreciation for three years
Ending December seventy nine if not settled
Aug’t 26th 86 – T. Meriweather [sic: Thomas Meriwether]

a copy [?] Southall

[undeciphered] please to deliver to Joseph Sanders what may be due for my services as a seaman in the
navy of this state and Oblige &c
NB also the land I am entitled to on s’d Acc’t. William hisXmark Chornelious

To the auditor
Lancaster Sct. I hereby certify that William Chornelious [undeciphered] sign’d the within before me
Martin Shearman
April 26 1786

Please to deliver the land due William Cornelious to John Thrall – Joseph Sanders